In his love for Africa and African theology, he voluntarily opted to found and settle in an African institution owned by the Association of Member Episcopal Conference of Eastern Africa (AMECEA) called Catholic Higher Institute of Eastern Africa (CHIEA) which has since then grown to become the reputable CUEA, a unique university rightly renowned for African theology. Nyamiti was ordained a Catholic priest in 1962. His vocation to priesthood remains the rationale behind his Catholicism in his writings with bias towards emphasis on magisterial instructions/guidelines, Tradition (at times more highlighted than the Bible), scholasticism/classical elements intertwined with patrology, and appeal to papal authority. The book’s Appeal to Action is literal: Rather than offering eloquent elaborations of African world woes, The African World in Dialogue offers detailed plans and paths for emancipation and elevation that readers are urged to implement. Activists and scholars of African Studies, African American studies, Pan-Africanism, criminal justice, Black revolutionary thought and action, gender studies, sociology, and political science will find this book to be both inspirational and indispensable. Read More. Publisher Africa’s World War by Gerard Prunier is the book to read if you want to understand the Congo Wars, nothing else I’ve found comes close, at least nothing in English. Prunier is one of the few authors I’ve read that is able to break down African conflicts in geopolitical and economic terms, and not ‘oh, they fought because they couldn’t help themselves, poor Africans’ which is unfortunately how a lot of postcolonial books on Africa are in the US. More importantly, he gives agency to the African actors in all of their heroic or evil deeds. To conceal class contradiction and boost morale, the ruling class will increasingly appeal to loyalty, patriotism, discipline and dislike for outsiders. Enemies of society will be found all too ubiquitously and will be dealt with summarily.